
Winner of the Edward Stanford Travel Writing Awards 

2022 - Photography Travel Book of the Year 

Only Us is a comprehensive, photographic portrait of 

humanity; a tapestry of mankind. As a species we are 

incredibly diverse, yet remarkably similar in so many 

ways. Our ability to adapt is unrivalled; from the four 

corners of the planet there are few places we have not 

succeeded in inhabiting.

Only Us

9781913491109

£25.00

Unicorn Publishing Group (Marston Book 
Services)

A Photographic Celebration of Humanity

03 September 2020

 Only Us is a unique look at what essentially makes us 

human. Intended to expand the appreciation of its audience, 

drawing upon parallels we all have, transporting the viewer 

from their living room to far flung lands full of colour, 

inspiration and natural beauty.

Hardback | 160 pages | 

150 Illustrations, color

Photographs: portraits
Places & peoples: general 
& pictorial works

Stuart Dunn was born in Newcastle 

1977. He studied at the Northern 

Media School where he gained a 

Masters degree in Screen Arts. Stuart 
is become a multi-award-winning 

photographer and filmmaker. His 
assignments have taken him around 
the world, photographing a wide 
range of topics, from critically 
endangered animals to remote tribes. 
He regularly works for the prestigious 
BBC Natural History Unit, as well as 
National Geographic and Discovery 
Channel, filming internationally 
acclaimed documentaries that are 
screened to audiences across the 
globe.
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Inspirational and expert advice and tuition on becoming 

a confident travel photographer, including practical steps

, bridge cameras, mobile phones and getting published. 

People, landscapes, wildlife, cities, adventure, food and 

wild places are all covered.

The Travel Photographer's Way

9781784778507

£18.99

Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services 
(GBS) )

Practical steps to taking unforgettable 
travel photos

15 October 2021

Shortlisted in the Edward Stanford Travel Writing Awards 2022: 

Photography Travel Book of the Year  

Nori Jemil's ground-breaking practical photography book 

considers not just how to get better images, but also why and 

when to take them. It guides you to becoming a more confident 

and reflective travel photographer, as well as covering all the 

technical knowhow needed. Taking a journey around the seven 

continents, each chapter focuses on the main areas of travel 

imagery, from people and landscape to architecture and 

adventure. Bite-size advice on how to get the best from your 

camera is contextualised throughout the book, so you learn as 

you go.  

Travel photography has exploded across the world thanks to 

the huge leap in quality of both mobile phone cameras and 

bridge cameras, as well as the ease of public posting on social 

media. Award-winning travel photographer Nori Jemil has been 

riding the wave of these advances and has created a 'how to' 

guide with a difference. Her book is not an attempt to replicate 

other reference works on the subject, top-loading technical 

information and addressing an expert reader. Nor does it focus 

on gadgetry - the proliferation of new hardware means camera-

based information can become obsolete quite quickly. Instead 

it is a travel companion, a book that can be read for the prose 

and stories, as well as the information it contains. It covers the 

main elements of travel photography in eleven sections, 

including advice from some of the best travel photographers 

working around the world. Technical information is embedded, 

given in the context of each shot, but personal travel stories are 

at the heart of every chapter, linked to key travel images as 

well as the full camera settings and detail of how and why each 

photo was taken. 

Paperback | 432 pages | 

Photography & photographs
Photographic equipment 
& techniques
Travel tips & advice: general

Nori Jemil is an award-winning 

photographer, writer, teacher and 

videographer. Her work has appeared 

in publications including National 

Geographic Traveller, BBC Travel, 

Adventure.com and Conde Nast 

Traveller. Over the past decade she 

has won numerous awards, including 

Travel Photograph of the Year from 

Wanderlust travel magazine, and 

Photographer of the Year from the 

British Guild of Travel Writers. She 

teaches film and photography in 

London and on specialist overseas 

tours. Her photos have been exhibited 

in London, Milan, Barcelona and 

Madrid. 
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Travel writing about Muslim Europe. A journey around 

Eastern Europe and the Western Balkans, home to the 

largest indigenous Muslim population in Europe, 

following the footsteps of Evliya Celebi through Serbia, 

Bosnia, Albania, North Macedonia, Kosovo, Montenegro. 

A book that begins to decolonise European history.

Minarets in the Mountains

9781784778286

£9.99

Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services 
(GBS) )

A Journey into Muslim Europe

15 July 2021

A magical, eye-opening account of a journey into a Europe 

that rarely makes the news and is in danger of being erased 

altogether. Another Europe. A Europe few people believe 

exists and many wish didn't. Muslim Europe. Longlisted for the 

Baillie Gifford Prize 2021. Shortlisted in the Edward Stanford 

Travel Writing Awards 2022: Stanford Dolman Travel Book of 

the Year.  

Londoner Tharik Hussain sets off with his wife and young 

daughters around the Western Balkans, home to the largest 

indigenous Muslim population in Europe, and explores the 

regions of Eastern Europe where Islam has shaped places and 

people for more than half a millennium. Encountering blonde-

haired, blue-eyed Muslims, visiting mystical Islamic lodges 

clinging to the side of mountains, and praying in mosques 

older than the Sistine Chapel, he paints a picture of a hidden 

Muslim Europe, a vibrant place with a breathtaking history, 

spellbinding culture and unique identity.  

Minarets in The Mountains, the first English travel narrative by 

a Muslim writer on this subject, also explores the historical 

roots of European Islamophobia. Tharik and his family learn 

lessons about themselves and their own identity as Britons, 

Europeans and Muslims. Following in the footsteps of 

renowned Ottoman traveller Evliya Celebi, they remind us that 

Europe is as Muslim as it is Christian, Jewish or pagan. 

Like William Dalrymple's In Xanadu, this is a vivid reimagining 

of a region's cultural heritage, unveiling forgotten Muslim 

communities, empires and their rulers; and like Kapka 

Kassabova's Border, it is a quest that forces us to consider 

what makes up our own identities, and more importantly, who 

decides?

Paperback | 352 pages | 

Travel writing

Tharik Hussain  is an author, travel 

writer and journalist who specialises 

on Muslim heritage and culture, 

especially across the western 

hemisphere. Tharik's previous work 

has often served to decolonise 

popular religious and cultural histories 

and narratives. He is the creator of 

Britain's first Muslim heritage trails 

and has produced award-winning 

radio for the BBC on America's 

earliest mosques and Muslim 

communities. Tharik has written 

about his travels exploring Muslim 

culture and heritage across the globe 

for many of the world's leading media 

brands and is the author of several 

travel guides for Lonely Planet, 

including Saudi Arabia (shortlisted for 

a Travel Media Award), Bahrain and 
Thailand.
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Barbados

PB | 120.pp | March 2022£9.99 |

Lizzie Williams
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784777975

Barbados Travel Guide - Advice and 
expert travel tips, from Bridgetown 
highlights to beaches, resorts and 
hotels, culture, wildlife, hiking and 
local food and drink. Also covering 
Crop Over Festival, Garrison Historic 
Area, St Lawrence Gap, St Nicholas 
Abbey, Bathsheba, Bottom Bay and 
Flower Forest Botanical Gardens.

Montenegro

PB | 264.pp | May 2022£16.99 |

Norm Longley
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784776350

Montenegro Travel Guide - Holiday 
advice and travel tips featuring 
Podgorica and Cetinje highlights and 
accommodation, Skadar Lake, 
national parks and wildlife. Also 
including activities like sailing and 
trekking, walking routes, medieval 
history and architecture, bay of 
Kotorska, Kotor, the Budva Riviera, 
Eastern Highlands, Haj-Nehaj and 
Petrovac.

North Cyprus

PB | 216.pp | May 2022£15.99 |

Diana Darke
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784776787

North Cyprus Travel Guide - Expert 
tips and travel information, from 
Lefkosa hotels and restaurants to 
Roman sites and ruins, suggested 
itineraries, day trips and tours, 
festivals and wildlife. Also covered are 
Buffavento, Girne, St Hilarion Castle, 
Bellapais Abbey, Kantara Castle, 
Kyrenia, Salamis and Gazimag?usa 
beaches, Karpas peninsula.

Oman

PB | 416.pp | April 2022£18.99 |

Tony Walsh
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784776800

Oman Travel Guide - Holiday advice 
and travel tips featuring Muscat 
accommodation and restaurants, 
ancient history and culture, 
Samharam, Manah, Wihibah Sands 
and activities. Also includes itineraries 
and historical sites such as Bahla Fort, 
Mutrah Suq, hiking in Jabal Shams, 
Ras al Jinz, wildlife, Sayq Plateau, Ash 
Shisr and Musandam.

Slow Travel Family Breaks : Perfect escapes in 
Britain's special places

PB | 408.pp | October 2022£16.99 |

Jane Anderson
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778705

Slow Travel Family Breaks: perfect 
escapes in Britain's Special Places - a 
guide to making the most of precious 
family holiday time, with trips for all 
ages focusing on the local, the 
authentic, the sustainable, the 
educational and the damn good fun, 
from the West Country to the south 
coast, East Anglia, Wales, the Lake 
District, Northumberland and 
Scotland.

Sri Lankan Wildlife

PB | 144.pp | March 2022£16.99 |

Gehan de Silva Wijeyeratne
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784777500

Sri Lankan Wildlife Guide - Expert 
wildlife advice including 
identification, field guides, 
photography, rare endemics, habitats 
and national parks such as Yala, 
Minneriya and Kaudulla. Also covering 
where to watch primates and turtles, 
blue whales, sperm whales, leopards, 
elephants, nocturnal wildlife, 
underwater locations and 
birdwatching.
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Uruguay

PB | 432.pp | March 2022£18.99 |

Tim Burford
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784776978

Uruguay Travel Guide - Travel tips 
and advice including Montevideo 
highlights, hotels and restaurants, 
beaches, activities like birdwatching, 
horseriding and hiking. Also featuring 
suggested itineraries, Canelones wine 
tasting, estancia stays, gauchos and 
local culture, national parks, wildlife, 
Rio Paraguay, Jose Ignacio, Fray 
Bentos, San Javier.

Western Australia

PB | 320.pp | September 2022£17.99 |

Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784777531

Western Australia travel guide - expert 
holiday information and travel tips on 
everything from Perth sights, hotels 
and restaurants to Outback travel, 
beaches, natural history and road 
trips. Includes Karijini and Purnululu 
national parks, Ningaloo Reef, Mount 
Augustus, Margaret River wine region, 
Kalgoorlie and the goldfields and 
Aboriginal Art.

Zanzibar

PB | 456.pp | March 2022£17.99 |

Chris McIntyre
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784776992

Zanzibar Travel Guide - Travel 
information and expert tips from 
accommodation and restaurants to 
Stone Town highlights, resorts, 
beaches, diving sites, snorkelling, 
wildlife and culture. Also included are 
Tanzania safari extensions, Pemba and 
Mafia islands, Mtoni Palace, Nungwi, 
Matemwe, Michamvi Peninsula, Menai 
Bay, Chole Bay and marine reserves.

The Weekender Stockholm : 6

HB | 128.pp | November 2021£22.00 |

Matthew Porter
New Heroes & Pioneers (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9789187815485

The iconic, Scandinavian city of 
Stockholm is where The Weekender 
series takes us in late Summer, 2019. 
Matt Porter visits the diverse and 
cosmopolitan capital to discover the 
charm of the old town, to the more 
modern and up and coming spots that 
all encapsulate that Swedish sensibility 
of calm and orderly sense of living.

Great Outdoors: 400 Adventures Around the World

HB | 240.pp | April 2022£31.99 |

Norbert Blank
Schiffer Publishing Ltd (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780764362910

Outdoors; it's always the best time of 
year! Especially when the whole world 
lies open before us. But where are the 
greatest experiences beckoning to 
adventure seekers and outdoor fans? 

Secret Cities of Europe: 70 Charming Places Away 
from the Crowds

HB | 240.pp | April 2022£31.99 |

Henning Aubel
Schiffer Publishing Ltd (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780764362897

Get an insider's look at 70 beautiful, 
charming European cities that you 
may not have heard of. Kufstein, 
Lugano, Wroclaw . . . enchanting, 
unique, and all-but-hidden urban 
beauties of Europe, where you can 
stroll and marvel undisturbed. 
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Train Stations of the World: From Spectacular 
Metropolises to Provincial Towns

HB | 192.pp | June 2022£36.99 |

Martin Weltner
Schiffer Publishing Ltd (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780764363689

A lot has happened in the world of 
railroads since the first train station 
opened in Darlington, northern 
England, almost 200 years ago. 

Most Unimaginably Strange : An Eclectic 
Companion to the Landscape of Iceland

HB | 324.pp | November 2021£25.00 |

Chris Caseldine
Reaktion Books (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781789144727

For all who yearn to travel to the home 
of the sagas, a beautifully illustrated 
companion to the terrain of 
Iceland-from puffins to ponies, 
glaciers and volcanoes to legendary 
trolls.

Wanderers : A History of Women Walking

PB | 304.pp | July 2021£9.99 |

Kerri Andrews
Reaktion Books (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781789145014

A beguiling history of ten pathfinding 
women walkers.

Revolutionary Berlin : A Walking Guide

PB | 304.pp | April 2022£14.99 |

Nathaniel Flakin
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745346410

An immersive radical walking guide to 
one of Europe's most popular cities

A Connemara Journey

PB | 1.pp | March 2021£12.99 |

Hilary Bradt
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778255

Travel writer Hilary Bradt's journey on 
horseback through western Ireland - 
County Kerry, Cork, Waterford, 
Tipperary and Limerick - combining 
Connemara Mollie and Dingle Peggy 
in a single volume.

Cambridgeshire & The Fens (Slow Travel)

PB | 328.pp | November 2021£15.99 |

Lucy Grewcock
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784777456

Slow Cambridgeshire and the Fens 
travel guide - Holiday advice and 
tourist information covering walking, 
wildlife, accommodation, restaurants, 
towns, stately homes and more. 
Includes Cambridge, Ely, St Ives, 
Godmanchester, Huntingdon, 
Wisbech and St Neots, plus 
Grantchester, Wicken Fen and 
Duxford Imperial War Museum and 
narrowboat cruising.
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Camino Ignaciano : Walking the Ignatian Way in 
Northern Spain

PB | 280.pp | December 2021£16.99 |

Murray Stewart
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778125

Camino Ignaciano walking and travel 
guide - expert advice on walking the 
Camino Ignaciano in northern Spain, 
following in the footsteps of Ignatius 
of Loyola through the Basque 
mountains and including Arantzazu, 
Laguardia, Logrono, Alfaro, Zaragoza, 
Montserrat and Manresa. Also includes 
practical information and details of 
the twenty-seven stages.

Cycling in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly : 21 
hand-picked rides

PB | 216.pp | June 2021£12.99 |

Huw Hennessy
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778347

Illustrated cycling guide to Cornwall 
and the Isles of Scilly - 21 handpicked 
routes aimed at keen cyclists and 
families alike, including the Camel 
Trail, Eden Project, St Michael's 
Mount and Land's End. Discover the 
region by bike: beaches, gardens, 
fishing ports, nature reserves, heritage 
sites and stately homes are all covered.

Estonia

PB | 312.pp | September 2021£17.99 |

Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778262

Estonia Travel Guide - Expert travel 
advice and tips on everything from 
Tallinn accommodation and 
restaurants to day trips, medieval 
history, culture and music. Also 
featuring suggested routes and island 
trips, local food and drink, UNESCO 
sites, Lahemaa National Park, Tartu, 
Parnu, Valga, Kuressaare castle, 
Hiiumaa, walking and hiking.

Family Wildlife Adventures : 50 breaks in search of 
Britain's Wildlife

PB | 320.pp | October 2021£16.99 |

Will Gray
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778422

Family Wildlife Adventures: 50 breaks 
in search of Britain's wildlife - Travel 
information for wildlife watching and 
connecting with nature in Britain, with 
trips and tips for all ages. From 
island-hopping in the Isles of Scilly to 
wild camping along Scotland's Whale 
Route, family travel expert Will Gray 
covers everything you need to know.

Iraq

PB | 440.pp | December 2021£18.99 |

Geoff Hann
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784774745

Iraq Travel Guide - Travel information 
and expert advice including Baghdad 
hotels and restaurants, archaeological 
sites, history, culture, safety and visas, 
itineraries and tour operators. Also 
covered are the Kurdistan Region, 
Erbil, Basra, Great Ziggurat of Ur, 
Nineveh, Khorsabad, the Marshes, the 
Shrine Cities of Kerbala and Najaf, and 
Babylon.

Isle of Wight (Slow Travel)

PB | 312.pp | March 2022£15.99 |

Mark Rowe
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784777968

Slow Isle of Wight travel guide - 
holiday advice and tourist information 
covering walking, wildlife, 
birdwatching, accommodation, 
restaurants, beaches, food and 
festivals. Thorough coverage, 
including Tennyson Down, Sandown 
Bay, Farringford, Compton Down, 
Bembridge, Ventnor, fossil hunting 
and St Catherine's Oratory.
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Italy: Umbria & The Marches

PB | 392.pp | July 2021£15.99 |

Dana Facaros
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784776923

Umbria and the Marche travel guide - 
advice and expert travel tips, covering 
art, architecture, music, food, 
landscapes, hiking, pilgrim trails. 
Includes Assisi, Perugia, Orvieto, 
Ascoli Piceno, Urbino, Piani di 
Castelluccio, Cornero Riviera, 
Sibylline Mountains National Park, 
Spoleto and Umbria Jazz festivals, the 
Sant'Elpidio a Mare shoe museum.

Kent (Slow Travel)

PB | 320.pp | May 2022£14.99 |

Simon Richmond
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778279

Slow Kent travel guide - holiday 
advice and tourist information 
covering history, walking, wildlife, 
gardens, family holidays, country 
houses, accommodation, restaurants, 
food, vineyards and festivals. 
Thorough coverage, including 
Canterbury, Dover, the White Cliffs, 
Dungeness, Sissinghurst, Folkestone 
and Faversham.

Sao Tome & Principe

PB | 288.pp | May 2021£17.99 |

Kathleen Becker
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784770976

Sao Tome and Principe travel guide - 
advice and expert travel tips, including 
Sao Tome highlights; islands including 
Bom Bom and Ilheu das Cabras; 
beaches such as Banana and Micondo; 
resorts and hotels; and activities such 
as diving, surfing and SUP. Also 
covering Principe, culture, wildlife, 
flora, hiking, and birdwatching.

Slow Travel Colouring Book: Britain's Exceptional 
Places

PB | 56.pp | May 2021£9.99 |

Varvara Fomina
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778484

More than 50 illustrations 
representing Slow Travel in Britain for 
mindful colouring in. Includes scenes 
from Scotland to the West Country, 
Wales to East Anglia, a mix of 
much-loved sights and hidden gems.

Tanked Up

PB | 288.pp | April 2021£9.99 |

Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778118

Memoir of a uniquely well-travelled 
diver who has dived around the world 
- wreck diving, cave diving, drift 
diving, dive instructor, PADI diving, 
BSAC diving, dive accident, dive 
rescue, diving little explored Japanese 
warships, great white sharks, whale 
sharks, Mozambique, Bazaruto 
Islands, Indonesia, Turks & Caicos, 
Philippines, Thailand.

The Dark Skies of Britain & Ireland : A Stargazer's 
Guide

PB | 196.pp | September 2021£14.99 |

Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778354

Dark Skies: Britain and Ireland guide - 
a practical guide to star-gazing, 
including history, myth and legend, 
Certified and Discovery sites, 
recommended equipment, Dark Sky 
festivals and nocturnal wildlife. Covers 
from the West Country and South 
Downs of England to the Scottish 
Highlands and Ireland, plus what to 
look for in the night sky.
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Three Stripes South : The 1000km thru-hike that 
inspired the Love Her Wild women's adventure 
community

PB | 216.pp | August 2021£9.99 |

Bex Band
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778385

Three Stripes South travel narrative - 
The story of Bex Band's 1,000km trek 
along the Israel National Trail that 
inspired the Love Her Wild Women's 
Adventure Movement; an inspirational 
and transformative adventure 
memoir.

Travel Write : Select entries from 20 years of the 
Bradt travel-writing competition

PB | 336.pp | September 2021£10.99 |

Celia Dillow
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778491

Travel Write: select entries from 20 
years of the Bradt Travel-writing 
Competition - Travel literature 
anthology from new and previously 
published authors, all entrants or 
winners of Bradt's prestigious annual 
travel-writing competition. Wildlife 
encounters, soothing reflections and 
exploits in obscure corners of the 
world all feature.

West with the Light : My Life in Nature

PB | 256.pp | August 2021£9.99 |

Brian Jackman
Bradt Travel Guides (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781784778361

West with the Light biography - 
autobiography of Brian Jackman, one 
of the UK's best loved travel and 
wildlife writers, from childhood 
memories of the Blitz to Fleet Street 
journalism and a life-long love affair 
with Africa. George Adamson, 
Jonathan Scott and Saba 
Douglas-Hamilton all feature.

A is for Atlas : Wonders of Maps and Mapping

HB | 224.pp | May 2022£30.00 |

Megan Barford
National Maritime Museum (Marston Book Services) | 9781906367930

A sumptuous, lavishly illustrated 
celebration of cartography, including 
charts, maps, globes and atlases.

Sauntering : Writers Walk Europe

HB | 160.pp | March 2021£14.99 |

Duncan Minshull
Notting Hill Editions (Marston Book Services) | 9781912559244

This latest collection of walking 
literature from Notting Hill Editions 
celebrates the lure and allure of the 
European continent and its sights, 
sounds and aromas-brought into even 
sharper relief when traveling it by 
foot.

A Greek Island Nature Diary

HB | 112.pp | October 2021£20.00 |

Jani Tully Chaplin
Unicorn Publishing Group (Marston Book Services) | 9781913491741

Greek Island Nature Diary is a lavish 
journal of highly detailed watercolours 
and accompanying pencil drawings of 
flora, fauna and natural objects 
observed and collected during the 
author's years living in Corfu and 
sailing the Ionian on her family's 
oceangoing catamaran. 
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Big Easy Read Britain 2022

PB | 208.pp | June 2021£14.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582616

This A3 format atlas provides giant 
scale mapping and type throughout. It 
is available in two binding styles, 
softback and spiral bound. Each page 
has been titled with its geographical 
location so you can turn to the page 
you need more easily.

Big Easy Read Britain 2022

PB | 208.pp | June 2021£14.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582623

This A3 format atlas provides giant 
scale mapping and type throughout. It 
is 
available in two binding styles, 
softback and spiral bound. Each page 
has been titled with its geographical 
location so you can turn to the page 
you need more easily.

Big Road Atlas Britain 2022

PB | 160.pp | July 2021£10.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582630

This best-selling A3 format atlas is 
available in two binding styles, 
softback and spiral bound. Each page 
has been titled with its geographical 
location so you can turn to the page 
you need more easily.

Big Road Atlas Britain 2022

PB | 160.pp | June 2021£12.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582647

This best-selling A3 format atlas is 
available in two binding styles, 
softback and spiral bound. Each page 
has been titled with its geographical 
location so you can turn to the page 
you need more easily.

Caravan & Camping Guide 2022

PB | 432.pp | November 2021£13.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582784

With over 600 campsites inspected 
and rated by AA inspectors, the AA 
Caravan & Camping Guide 2022 is 
packed full of practical information 
such as opening dates, prices, on-site 
facilities.

Driver's Atlas Britain

PB | 328.pp | June 2021£9.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582654

A handy, flexibound glovebox sized 
road atlas, in an A5 format. Each page 
has been titled with its geographical 
location so you can turn to the page 
you need more easily. There is also a 
full-colour, admin map showing all 
the latest unitary authority areas, 
easy-to-use mileage chart and clear 
easy-to-read index with more than 
23,000 place names.
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Easy Read Britain 2022

PB | 376.pp | June 2021£14.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582661

This A4 format atlas provides giant 
scale mapping and type throughout 
making it very easy to use. Each page 
has been titled with its geographical 
location so you can turn to the page 
you need more easily.

Easy Read France 2022

PB | 432.pp | June 2021£14.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582715

Fully revised and updated for 2022, 
this specialist, A4 road atlas designed 
for the British motorist in France 
includes 86 city centre plans to help 
you find your way in and around busy 
centres. The atlas legend is in English, 
French, Spanish, Italian, German and 
Dutch.

Great Britain Road Atlas 2022

HB | 328.pp | June 2021£20.00 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582678

This A4 format atlas is available in two 
binding styles, Hardback and Leather 
bound. Each page has been titled with 
its geographical location so you can 
turn to the page you need more easily.

Great Britain Road Atlas 2022 : Leather

HB | 328.pp | June 2021£25.00 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582685

This A4 format atlas is available in two 
binding styles, Hardback and Leather 
bound. Each page has been titled with 
its geographical location so you can 
turn to the page you need more easily.

Motorist's Atlas Britain 2022

PB | 208.pp | June 2021£12.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582692

This A4 format spiral bound road atlas 
provides super-clear mapping from 
the experts at the AA. Each page has 
been titled with its geographical 
location so you can turn to the page 
you need more easily.

Road Atlas Great Britain 2022

PB | 328.pp | June 2021£14.99 |

AA Publishing (HarperCollins Supply Chain Division) | 9780749582708

This top-selling road atlas showcases 
Britain's clearest mapping from the 
experts from the AA. Each page has 
been titled with it's geographical 
location so you can turn to the page 
you need more easily. Large 3.2 miles 
to 1 inch scale, A4 format fully revised 
and updated for 2022, 6 Page clear 
Route planner map .
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Campesino Cuba

HB | 208.pp | September 2021£45.00 |

Richard Sharum
GOST Books (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781910401620

Photographer Richard Sharum 
travelled across Cuba to document the 
lives of isolated farmers, or 
'Campesinos,' and their wider 
communities at a time of national 
transition.

Sin Salida

HB | 160.pp | September 2021£35.00 |

Tariq Zaidi
GOST Books (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781910401637

Photographer Tariq Zaidi spent three 
years documenting and travelling 
across El Salvador with unprecedented 
access to prisons and holding cells 
across the country providing a rare 
look inside the country's penal system. 
With the help of the police force, was 
also able to document the state's war 
against the gangs

Die Pfarrkirche zu Rerik

PB | 36.pp | February 2021€3.00 |

Rolf Bullerjahn
De Gruyter (HGV) | 9783422986800

Grand Tour XXL : Der Reisekunstler Emel'jan 
Korneev

HB | 224.pp | October 2021€29.90 |

Munchner Stadtmuseum
De Gruyter (HGV) | 9783422986671

The premiere presentation of the 
drawings from E.M. Korneev's journey 
through Italy at Munich's 
Stadtmuseum is an apt occasion to 
familiarize a broader public outside 
Russia with the output of this 
fascinating artistic figure for the first 
time.

Romanische Kirchen in Waldeck

PB | 128.pp | April 2021€9.90 |

Jurgen Roemer
De Gruyter (HGV) | 9783422986930

In der Region Waldeck im Nordwesten 
Hessens hat sich eine einmalige Dichte 
romanischer Dorf- und Klosterkirchen 
erhalten. Diesen bislang kaum 
bekannten Schatz prasentiert der 
Band in Aufnahmen und Texten, die 
nicht nur Kenner, sondern auch das 
breite Publikum ansprechen.

Mermaid Singing

PB | 210.pp | April 2021£8.99 |

Charmian Clift
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781838110130

A travel writing classic, available for 
the first time in 20 years.The 
inspiration behind the Sunday Times 
bestseller A Theatre for Dreamers, in 
paperback April '21. New introduction 
by Polly Samson.  'These are blissful 
reissues that will bring Grecian heat 
and light to your life, and much more 
besides'
Editor's Travel Choice. The Bookseller
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Mermaid Singing

HB | 210.pp | November 2021£12.99 |

Charmian Clift
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781838340186

Beautiful Gift edition of this travel 
writing classic.  Available for the first 
time in 20 years in a stunning new 
edition with original illustrations by 
Nancy Dignan. The inspiration behind 
the Sunday Times bestseller A Theatre 
for Dreamers by Polly Samson.

Peel Me a Lotus

PB | 212.pp | April 2021£8.99 |

Charmian Clift
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781838110123

A travel writing classic, available for 
the first time in 20 years. The 
inspiration behind the Sunday Times 
bestseller A Theatre for Dreamers.  
Introduction by Polly Samson.  'These 
are blissful reissues that will bring 
Grecian heat and light to your life, and 
much more besides' - Editor's Travel 
Choice, The Bookseller

Peel Me a Lotus

HB | 212.pp | November 2021£12.99 |

Charmian Clift
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781838340193

A travel writing classic, available for 
the first time in 20 years in a stunning 
new edition with original illustrations 
by Nancy Dignan.  The inspiration 
behind Polly Samson's  bestseller A 
Theatre for Dreamers

Slow Road to San Francisco : Across the USA from 
Ocean to Ocean

PB | 320.pp | November 2021£9.99 |

David Reynolds
Muswell Press (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781838340162

From Ocean City, Maryland to San 
Francisco, Reynolds traverses the back 
roads and small towns of the USA, 
taking the pulse of Trump's America as 
he goes.  With remarkable candour 
and insight, not to mention a 
humorous and sometimes sceptical 
eye, he observes the States today. This 
edition is updated with a new 
introduction

The Time Traveler's Guide to Sicily : History for 
Visitors

PB | 370.pp | July 2021£30.99 |

Louis Mendola
Trinacria Editions (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9781943639090

A popular travel guide book for Sicily 
is a great choice for ninety percent of 
those planning a visit to this 
fascinating island. This book was 
written for the other ten percent. 

America's Outback: An Odyssey through the Great 
Southwest

HB | 112.pp | July 2021£22.99 |

John Annerino
Schiffer Publishing Ltd (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780764361876

Hopi traditional elder Thomas 
Banyacya once described the 
American Southwest as "the spiritual 
center of our continent."
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Back Roads of the Pacific Northwest: Washington 
and Oregon

HB | 176.pp | April 2022£27.99 |

David Skernick
Schiffer Publishing Ltd (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780764362903

Experience the hidden byways of the 
great Pacific Northwest through the 
unerring eye of landscape 
photographer and educator David 
Skernick. 

Eastern Oregon

HB | 112.pp | May 2021£11.99 |

Barbara Tricarico
Schiffer Publishing Ltd (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780764361586

Eastern Oregons ambiguous borders 
stretch from the Columbia River 
Gorge in the north to the Nevada 
border in the south, straddling Idaho 
to the east.

Greater Portland, Oregon: Portland, Mt. Hood and 
the Columbia Range

HB | 112.pp | May 2021£11.99 |

Barbara Tricarico
Schiffer Publishing Ltd (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780764361593

Join over 20 photographers on a visual 
tour of eccentric urban Portland and 
its wild outlying areas, including 
Mount Hood and the Columbia River 
Gorge.

Memories of Australia: Abandoned Buildings and 
Their Stories

HB | 240.pp | January 2022£36.99 |

Matt Bushell
Schiffer Publishing Ltd (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780764362835

How do we engage with places that 
once played a pivotal role in our 
communities? Memories of Australia 
explores this question by 
documenting abandoned buildings 
across Queensland, New South Wales, 
Victoria, and South Australia. 

Traveling by the Stars: Have a Great Trip Using 
Astrology

PB | 192.pp | June 2021£18.99 |

Christine Rakela
Schiffer Publishing Ltd (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9780764361777

Now you can be armed with an easy 
and fun strategy using astrology that 
can make your trip a success! With this 
enlightening, informative book for 
people interested in the stars, as well 
as travelers around the world, you can 
use the basics of astrology to have a 
great trip without worrying about 
traveling disasters. 

Africa

PB | 24.pp | August 2021£7.99 |

Shalini Vallepur
BookLife Publishing (Book Source) | 9781839271960

Where on Earth is the UK? Where are 
koalas from, and who lives on 
Antarctica? From landscapes to 
animals, cities to people and languages 
to food, this series will let readers take 
a trip to each continent. It's time to 
travel around the Earth.
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Antarctica

PB | 24.pp | August 2021£7.99 |

Shalini Vallepur
BookLife Publishing (Book Source) | 9781839271977

Where on Earth is the UK? Where are 
koalas from, and who lives on 
Antarctica? From landscapes to 
animals, cities to people and languages 
to food, this series will let readers take 
a trip to each continent. It's time to 
travel around the Earth.

Asia

PB | 24.pp | August 2021£7.99 |

Shalini Vallepur
BookLife Publishing (Book Source) | 9781839271984

Where on Earth is the UK? Where are 
koalas from, and who lives on 
Antarctica? From landscapes to 
animals, cities to people and languages 
to food, this series will let readers take 
a trip to each continent. It's time to 
travel around the Earth.

Europe

PB | 24.pp | August 2021£7.99 |

Shalini Vallepur
BookLife Publishing (Book Source) | 9781839272004

Where on Earth is the UK? Where are 
koalas from, and who lives on 
Antarctica? From landscapes to 
animals, cities to people and languages 
to food, this series will let readers take 
a trip to each continent. It's time to 
travel around the Earth.

Overtourism : Lessons for a Better Future

PB | 424.pp | July 2021£28.00 |

Martha Honey
Island Press (Marston Book Services) | 9781642830767

As tourism resumes in a 
post-COVID-19 world, this book will 
be an essential guide to making sure 
that tourism is sustainable and 
regenerative.
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